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SURVEY OF RECENT HALAI(HIC

PERIODICAL LITERATURE

HAZARDOUS MEDICAL PROCEPURES

The 5736 issue of Shanah ba-
Shanah features a contribution by
Rabbi Shlomoh Goren bearing the

. title "The Problem of Medical Ex-
perimentation." In actuality, the
article deals with the somewhat dif-
ferent question of hazardous med-
ical procedures without at all ad-
dressing itself to the question of
therapeutic experimentation. The

discussion presents a cursory over-

view of various facets of this ques-
tion but fails to cite much of the
fairly extensive responsa literature
dealing with this topic. The present
analysis wil, therefore, focus upon
a wider range of works than the
Talmudic sources discussed in Rab-
bi Goren's article.

It is a well-established principle

of Jewish law that the obligation

to cure and to preserve life is not
limit~d to situations in which it
may be anticipated that subsequent
to therapy the patient wil have a
.normal life-expectancy. Yom a 85a,

clearly indicates that a victim
trapped under the debris of a fallen
wall is to be rescued even if, as a
result of such efforts, his life wil
be prolonged only by a matter of
moments. Not only is every human
life of infinite value but every mo-
ment of human life is also of infin-
ite value. Accordingly, ritual re-
strictions such as Sabbath laws and
the like are suspended even for the

most minimal prolongation of life.
When the possibilty of curtailng

even the .brief span of life (hayyei
sha'ah) which. a terminal patient
may anticipate is weighed against
the possibilty of cure accompanied
by normal life expectancy, Jewish
teaching accepts the principle that
reasonable risks may be incurred
in the hope of effecting a recovery.

Thus, hazardous procedures are
sanctioned in life~threatening situa-
tions even if the proposed therapy

is such that the drug or procedure

may prove to be not simply ineffec-
tive but deleterious in nature and
the patient's life shortened thereby.
This principle may be derived from
the Talmudic discussion in A vodah
Zarah 27b concerning the incident
of the four leprous men described

in II Kings 7:3-4. The Syrian army
had besieged Samaria. In addition,
the region was suffering from a
g:reat famine. The lepers recognized
that if they took no action they

would die of hunger in a relatively
short period of time. Were they,
however, to cross into the Syrian
lines one of two things would hap~

. pen: either they would immediately
be put to death as enemies òr, if
pitied because of their infirmity,
they would be provided. with food
and their lives saved. Despite the
danger, they reasoned, UN ow .there-
fore come, and let us fall int.o the
host of the Svrians: if they save us

alive, we shall live; and if they kil
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us we shall but die." The Gemara
views this narrative not simply as

a record of a historical event but
as a paradigm providing scriptural
sanction for assuming the risk of
precipitating death in an attempt to
restore conditión~ necessary for

normal life-expectancy. .
In applying this principle, the

Gemara, A vodah . Zarah 27b, ad-
dresses itself to a very concrete

problem. The Gemara reports that
. idolators commonly harbored mal-
evolent. designs upon the lives of
Jews. There was, at the time, strong

. reason to fear that, given the .op~

portunity to do so, idol worshippers
would commit acts öf murder
against Jews. Accordingly, the Ge-
mara forbids Jews to submit to
medical ministrations of an idola-
trous practitioner. The question

then arises as to whether or. not
this. ban enc.ompasses even situa.;
tions in which the Jew is afficted
with. a iife.threatening malady..

Rava states in the name of R. Y 0-
chanan that this bän does include

situations in which the patient may
possibly die if he does not receive

. medical attention. However, if the
ilness is such that, if left untreat-
ed, death is a certainty the patient
may permit himself to be treated
by an idolator. The reasoning- ad-

vanced is that since the patient's
death is a certainty he hazards noth-
ing by placing himself in danger of
being kiled. by the idolator. In an.
alyzing this statement the Gemara
interposes . an objection and argues
that the idolator may shorten the

patient's life and thereby deprive
him of even the minimal time (hay-
yei sha1ah) he might yet have lived.
The Gemara replies that one is
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justified in jeopardizing a limited,
brief life-expectancy in the hope
that a cure may be achieved.

On the basis of this Talmudic
discussion, R. Meir Posner, Bet
Meir, Yoreh. De'ah. 339: 1, and R.

Jacob Reìsber, Shevut Ya'akov, III,
no. 85, specifically permit use of ct
hazardous drug which might cause

death to result "within an hour or
two" on behalf of a patient who
would otherwise have lived for "a
day Or two days." Despite the brev-
ity of the period of time which the
patient may be expected to live
without therapy,. Shevut Ya'akov

mandates consultation with "profi- .
dent medical specialists in the city".
and rules that therapy is. to be insti-
tuted only if the physicians recom-

mend it by at least a majority of
two to. one. He further requires
that the approval of the local rab-
binic authority be obtained before

such recommendations are acted
upon. (See also R. Shlomoh Eger,

Gilyan Maharsha. Y oreh De'ah
155: 1; R. Israel Lipshutz, Tileret

Yisra'el, Yoma 8:41; R. Ya'akov
Ettlinger, Binyan Zion, no. 11 i; and
R. Eliezer Waldenberg, Ziz Eli'ezer,
IV, no. 13.)

An apparent contradiction to this.
position is found in Seier Hasidim,
no. 467. This source describes a

folk remedy consisting of "grasses"
or herbs administered by "women"
. in treatment of certain maladies.
These herbs are reported to either
cure or kiI the person so treated

within a period of days. Seier BaR

.sidim admonishes that those who
administer such potions "wil cer-
tainly be punished, for they. have

kiled a person before his.. time."
R. Shlomoh Mordecai Shwadron,
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Da'at Torah, Orah Hayyim 328: 10,
resolves this contradiction by. stating
that tl)e instance discussed by Sefer
Hasidim involves a situation in
which there is clearly a possibility
for cute without hazardous inter-
vention. According to this analysis,
Sefer Hasidim sets forth the com-
mon-sense approach that hazardous
procedurrs dare not be instituted
unless conventional, non-hazardous
approaches have been exhausted.

In none of these sources does one

find a discu~sion or considerafion

of the statistical probabilty of pro-
longing life versus the mortality

rate or the odds of shortening life.
Yet. certainly, in weighing the ad.
visabilty of instituting. hazardous

therapy, the relative possibility of
achieving a cure is a factor to be

considered. Bet David, II, no. 340,
permits intervention even if there
exists but one chance in a thousand
that the' proposed drug wil be eff-
cacious whereas there are nine hun-
dred and ninety-nine chances that
it wil hasten the death of the pa-
tient. A differing view is presented
by R. Joseph Hochgelerenter, Mish-

nat H akhamim, who refuses to
sanction hazardous therapy unless

there is at least a fifty percent

chance of survivaL. Although this is
also the position adopted by R. EIi-
ezer Waldenberg, Ziz Eli'ezer, X,
no. 25, chap. 5, sec. 5, it is, how-
ever, contested by R. Chaim Ozer
Grodzinski, Teshuvot Ahi'ezer, Yo-

reh De'ah, no. i 6, sec. 8. He fur.
ther requires, as does Shevut Ya'a-
kov, that dispensation be obtained

from ecclesiastical authorities on
each occasion that such therapy is
administered. Rabbi Moses Fein-
stein, 199rot Mosheh, Yoreh De'ah,

,
'-

II, no. 59, however, rules that in

cases when, in the absence of inter-
vention, death is imminent a haz-

ardous procedure may be instituted
as long as there is a "slim" (safek

rahok) chance of a cure, even
though the chances of survival are
"much less than even"and it is, in
fact, almost certain that the patient
wil die. The late Rabbi I. Y. Unt-

erman, the former Chief Rabbi of

Israel, writing in N o'am, XII

(5730), p. 5, maintains that med-
ical risks are warranted "when there
is hope of a cure . . . even if in
most cases (the procedure 1 has not
been successful and wil shorten
life. "

A much earlier authority, R. Mo-
ses Sofer, Teshuvot Hatam Sofer,
Y oreh De'ah, no. 76, refuses to
sanction a hazardous procedure in
which the chances of effecting a
cure are "remote" but. offers no
mathematical criteria with regard.
to the nature of the mortality risk
which may properly be assumed.

Tileret Yisra'el, Bo'az, Yoma 8:3,
raises a quite different question in

discussing the permissibilty of pro-

phylactic inoculations which are
themselves hazardous. In the situa-
tion described, the patient, at the
time of treatment, is at no risk
whatsoever. The fear is that he wil
contract a potentially fatal disease,

apparently smallpox. The inocula-
tion, however, does carry with it a
certain degree of immediate risk.
Tileret Yisra'el justifies acceptance
of this risk which he estimates as

being "one in a thousand" because

the statistical danger of future con-
tagious infection is greater.

Insofar as there is disagreement

between the authorities cited, such
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disagreement is limited to the per-
missibilty of institl1ting potentiaIly .
hazardous . therapy. Procedures
whl'h. involve any significant risk
factors . are always discretionary
rather than mandatory and accord-
ingly,.none demand that hazardous
therapy.be ip.itiated.

. None of the previously cited dis-
cussions draws a distinction be-

tween the use of known and accept-
ed techniques or drugs which are

.hazardous in nature and hazardous
pr~cedures which are entirely. ex-
peiimentaL. However, one contemp-
orary author, Rabbi. Moshe Dov
WeIner, Chief Rabbi of Ashkelon,

does discuss mediçal experimenta-

tion. Rabbi WeIner diferentiates
between various cases on the basis
of the. experimental nature of the

risk involved. rather than on the
. basis. of anticipated rates . of sur-
vivaL. Writing in Ha-Torah ve-ha-
Medinah, VII-VIII (57t6-17), p.
314, Rabbi WeIner argues that haz-
ardous procedures may be under-
taken despite inherent risks only if
the therapeutic nature of the pro-

. cedure has been demonstrated. For
example, a situation might arise
which calls for the administration

of a drug which has known curative
potential but which is also toxic in
nature. The effcacy. of the drug is
known but its toxicity may, under
certain conditions, kil the patient.
The drug may be administered in
anticipation ofa cure despite' the

known statistical risk. The same
statistictll rÌsk, árgues Rabbi- WeI-
ner, could not be sanctioned in ad-

ministering an experimental drug

whose curative powers are unknown
or. have not been previously dem-
onstrated. . This, he maintains, is
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why SeIer Hasidim censures the
practice. of administering dangerous
herbs as was the custom of women
in his day. According to Rabbi
WeIner, it was not the risk per se

which . was found to be objection-
able; rather, utilzation of the herbs
in question was simply not accept-

ed medical practice. Since the. eff-
cacy of such potions had not been.

demonstrated. risk to the life of the
patient precludes their use. The
sam(t distinction is applied by Rab.
bi WeIner with regard to surgical
procedures. Surgical hazards are ac-
ceptable only when the technique is
known to be effective. In the opin-
ion of Rabbi WeIner, hazardous
surgery employing experimental
techniques does not justify expos-
ure to risk.

A related problem is the attitude
toward hazardous therapy for alle:.
viation of pain or other symptoms
rather than for the cure of a poten-

tially fatal ilness. R. J açob Emden.
. Mor u-Keziiah, Orah Hayyim 338,
adopts a somewhat ambivalent po-
sition with respect to this question.

This. authority refers specifically to .
the surgical removal of gall stones,
a procedure designed to correct . a
condition which' he viewed as :pre-
senting no hazard to life or health
but recognized as being. excruci-
atingly painfuL. He remarks that.
in the absence of danger to life,
those who submit to surgery "do
not act correctly" and that the pro-

cedui:e is "not entirely permissible."

However, Me'iri, Sanhedrin 84b.
and Rema. Y oreh Deiah24 i : 13,
both sanctìon hazardous procedures

designed to alleviate pain rather
than to preserve life.. Conficting
views with regard to' this question
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were analyzed in this column in the
Fall, 1974, issue of TRADITION.
A fuller discussion is inc1ùded in
this writer's ContempOrary Halak-
hic Problems, pp. 121-123.

IMPOTENCE AS GROUNDS FOR
. DIVORCE

In Israel matters concerning mar-
riage and divorce are under the ex-
clusive jur~sdiction of the rabbin-

ical courts. From time to time
these courts are confronted with

the need for a definitive decree in
hitherto uncharted or poorly chart-
ed judicial waters. The text of one
such decree, issued by the Tel Aviv
Rabbinical District Court composed
of Rabbis S. B. Werner, E. Aztiai
and D. C. Tzimblist,. has been pub-
lished in the offcial case record of
the rabbinical courts, Piskei Din

. Batei ha~Din ha-Rabbaniyim, vol.
10, no. 4.

The c.ase, on the surface, involves
a matter which is well-settled in
terms of Jewish law. The plaintiff,
a young, recently married woman
applied for a judgment directing her
husband. to issue a bil of divorce.
The ground for her suit was the
husband's alleged impotence.

The law applicable in. the ab-
sence of a denial or counterçlaim

is recorded in Even ha-Ezer 154:7.
In the event that the husband con-
cedes that he is impotent he is clear-
ly obligated to accede to the wife's

desire for a divorce and her rights
in the matter are enforced by the

Bet Din. In the event of the hus-

bands denial of impotence, Shulhan
Arukh records that the woman's
claim-rather than the husband's
denial-is given credence provided

that htr claim is not. accompanied

by a demand for payment of the
ketubah to which she is entitled by
virtue of the marriage contract. The
prevailng legal assumption is that,
ceteris paribus, a wife wil not have
the audacity to impugn her hus-

band's virilty in his presence unless
he is indeed impotent and her claim
is therefore given credence over the
husband's deniaL. In the event that

her petition is accompanied with
a claim for a settlement of the ke-

. tubah her credibilty is comprom-.
ised by virtue of the obvious pe-

cuniary interest involved. The Bet
Din then has reason to question her
. veracity since her claim may have
been unjustly advanced in order to
secure the financial benefits due a
divorcee. Rema enters a caveat and
states that in "our day" the wife. is
not automatically believed since

there now exist "audacious women"
quite capable of presenting. such

false pleas. Nevertheless, Rema
agrees that in the presence of cor-
rob orating evidence of other fac-
tors which tend. to confirm the
wife's statement her version is to

. be accepted. Shakh, in his Gevurot
Anashim, no. 67, declares that, even
following the opinion of Rema, the
wife's contention is to be accepted

if ac.companied by an express re~

nunciation 6fher right to the ke-
tubah.' Shakh further adds that vir-
ginity "two or three years" aftér

the marriage was to have been'con-

summated is in itself deemed suff-
cient evidence confirming the hus-

band's impotence.

In the case at hand the husband
entered both a counterclaim and a

deniaL. The husband denied his im-
potence, yet in somewhat of a self-
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contradiction, he solicited his wife's
cooperation in overcoming this de-
ficiency. At the s.ame time, the hus-
band freely conceded his . wife's
continued virginity but claimed that
she had persistently refused. to en-
gage in intercourse. In light of, the
wife's virginity and sinct' in her' ap-.
plication to the Bet. Din, she had
expressly waived claim to the ketu-
bah, the Bet Din h~d no diffculty
in deciding on behalf of the plain-.
.tiff and, accordingly, directed the
husband to deliver a get to his wife.

The case was; however; compli-
cated . by a novel factor. The hus-
band introduced medical evidence

showing that he suffered no phy-
sical deficiency, claimed.that he was
willng to undergo therapy in order
to overcome any functional defi-
ciency .and earnestly solicited his
wife.s cooperation to this end. Al-

though the Bet. Din purported to
find a contradiction in the husband's
statement, it appears that in deny-

ing impotence the husband. intend-
ed merely to deny physical impo-

tencebut conceded psychological
impotence. This is confirmed by. the

. wife's statement that the husband
experienced partial . erection . fol.
lowed by premature ejaculation.

The. legal point requiring adju-

dication is whether impotence. re-

suIting. from psychological factors;
and hence possibly only temporary
in nature. . is . grounds for directing
the husband to issue a divorce, or
whether the wife may validly be
directed . to assist in the . therapy. .
necessary to overcome this deficien-
cy. The Bet Din ruled that the wife
could not be ordered to act against
her expressed .feelings. of repug-
nance in ordÙ to aid in her hus-
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. band's th~rapy,. particularly in view.
. of the. fact that in situations of.

severe marital discord the assistance

of the female partner is not likely
to be of avail in overcoming func-

tional . sexual deficiency. The Bet..
Din also ruled that possibilty of
a future cure does not constitute.
valid grounds tor. setting aside a
wife'S: demand for current conjugal
fulfillment. A precedent for this de-

. cision is found in TeshuvOt Rivash,
no.. 127. Rivash, addressing him-

self to a situatiòn involving a young
coûple in which' the husband has

not been able to consummate the.
union during eight months of mar-
riage, states that the bride cannot
be forced to continue a relationship
which she finds intolerable' but that
"it is the way of modest daughters
of Israel to bear this (and J . not to

come before a Bet Din to demand
the dissolution of the bond" (See,

also Rizba, Tosafot, Yevamot 85b J.
Although many authorities sanc-

tion the use of. corp.oral force in
coercing the husband to divorce his.
wife under such circumstances, the
Bet Din did not threaten incarcera-
tion in theevent of recalciirance.

In declining to threaten imprison-

ment for failure to follow its direc-
tive, the Bet Din took cognizance

of the dissenting view of Shakh, Ge-
vurot Anashim. no. 42, whofol-
lôws the position of Rabbenu Cha-
nanel in asserting that physical co-

ercion is not warranted in cases. of -
impotence~ and the view. of Rash-

baz,' no. 693, who maintains that
corporal force is not justified in
cases of impotence if the possibilty
of. a cure exists. The. opinion of

Rashbaz i,s cited with approval by
Teshuvot. Maharaàhdam, I, Even
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ha-Ezer, no. 103. (Although
not cited in this decision~
Teshuvot Maharalbah, no. 33, sim-
ilarly advises that a precipitous

judgment not be issued iii favor of
the wife but that action be delayed

for a period of "two or thre~ years"

ilt the hope that the condition wil
rectify itself. Cf., however, an earli-
er decision of the Supreme Rabbin-
ical Court, Piskei Din, III, 84~85,

in which an attempt is made to
narrow the disagreement between
these authorities and Rivash. J The
court did, however, levy a judg-

ment for support against the hus-
band in the sum of IL 400 per
month until such,time as the bil
of divorce is executed. In effect,
this procedure, which is common
and utilzed to good effect by Is.
raeli .Batei Din, is tantamount to a
fine for nonperformance. Desire to
avoid financial penalty is usually

suffcient motivation to secure com-
pliance with. the directive of the

Bet Din.
In reading the decree one is left

with the gnawing feeling that had
proper psychological . and marital
counseling been available this mar-
riagè might have been saved. The
response of Rivash, written some

six hundred years ago, readily sup-
ports a directive to attempt such a.
re.solution. Judicial procrastination
in an attempt to effect a reconcila-
tion is firmly supported by. Rema,
Even ha-Ezer 154:7. Teshuvot ha-

Rashba, I, no. 628, also urges that
attempts be made tò eliminate dis-
cord and to create an atmosphere .

in which a normàl conjugal rela-
tionship is possible and adds that
the extent of delay to be allowed

for such an endeavor is within the

discretion of the Bet Din. It is re-
grettable that the. Bet Din, despite
its right, when warranted by Ha~'
lakhah, to call upon the police pow-
er' of the State in enforcing judicial
decrees, does not have ancilary
personnel to deal with psychological
and marital diffculties. The circum-
stances of the case surely point to

the desirabilty of an evaluation by

a competent psychologist. Unfortu-:
nately, the Batei Din do not effec-
tively draw upon such resources
and, accordingly" in the case at

hand, the Bet Din was able only to
affrm the wife's legal right to a
divorce and to act decisively in
preventing a situation of igun.

PRIVACY OF PERSONAL
CORRESPONDENCE

In recent years a number of Su-
preme Court court decisions' have
been issued which seek to establish
the right to privacy as one of the
human freedoms guaranteed by the
American constitution. The newly-
developed constitutional right to
privacy is the right of immunity

from governmental interferenoe in
one's private affairs, unless legitim-
ate state intere~ts are at stake.

There exists no concomitant consti-
tutional, . right to privacy vis a vis
the private acts of fellow citizens,
although actions harmful or poten-
tially harmful to others are for~

bidden by law.
Jewish law, by means of rabbinic

legislation, has. adopted certain spe-
cific measures in order to. safe-
guard the individual's right to pri-

. vacy. The most obvious example is
the Talmudic requirement that a
wall be erected between adjacent
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courtyards in order to assure that
the residents of each courtyard may
enjoy unencumbered privacy. An-
other example is the well-known
post-Talmudic ban, of Rabbenu
Gershom forbidding the reading of
another person's mail without per-
mission. This edict is cited by Be'er
ha-Golah, Yoreh De'ah 334: 123.
Seier ha-Leket, I, no. 173, declares

that Rabbenu Gershorn's ban is
based upon the admonition, "You
shall not go as a talebearer among
your people" (Leviticus 19:16).
The prohibtion against talebearing,
argues Seier ha-Leket, is equally

applicable whether the bearing of
tales is directed to another person
or to oneself. Intercepting another

person's private correspondence is,
in effect, bearing tales, i.e., divul-
ging another person's private affairs
to oneself.

There are, however, very few
rights, if any, which are absolute

in nature. Rights must perforce
yield to superseding interests and

. considerations. It is necessary to
determine what, if any, are the limi-
tations upon the right of privacy

as recognized in Jewish law. The

possibility of at least one interest-
ing limitation with regard to the
privacy of one's correspondence is
discussed in the Adar II and Tam-
muz 5736 issues of Shma'atin, a pe-
riodical published by the Associa-

tion of Teachers of Jewish Studies

under the aegis of the Israeli Minis-
try of Education and Culture.
Teachers and counselors, at' times,
have reason to suspect that their
charges are engaging in activities
detrimental to their moral develop-

ment but find themselves unable to
deal with the situation effectively
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because of lack of concrete factual
informati.on. .In some situations the
educators have reason to believe
that the desired information might
be gleaned from mail received by

their students. They are, however,
understandably reluctant to tamper
with the correspondence of their
clìarg~s because it would .appear

that the piivacy of such communi-
cations is protected and rendered

inviolate by virtue of the ban pro-
mulgated by Rabbenu Gershom.
The editors of Shma'atin, therefore,.
turned to Rabbi Chaim David Ha-
levy, Sephardic Chief Råbbi of Tel
Aviv, and solicited his opinion with
regard to the halakhic permissibility
of intercepting and reading the mail
of students for the express purpose

of preventing moral infractions.
Rabbi Halevy's response appears in
the Adar II issue of that publica-

tion.
Rabbi Halevy argues that the

resolution of the question addressed
to him hinges upon whether or not
the ban of Rabbenu Gershom bears
the weight of law even in situations
in which its enforcement wil en-

tail nonperformance of a mitsvah.
A precedent is found with regard
to the application of another edict

issued .. by Rabbenu Gershom, viz.,
the well-known ban against polyg-
amy. Despite Rabbenu Gershom's
edict against plural marriages, Shul-
han Arukh, Even ha-Ezer 1 :9, rules

. that a married man may take as a
wife the widow of a brother who
has died childless. The explanation
advanced is that Rabbenu Ger-
shorn's edict was not intended to
extend to situations which would
result in nonperformance of a mils-
vah. In the case discussed by Shul-
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han A rukh the mitzvah of levirate
marriage would be abrogatèd if the
ban against polygamy were to be
enforced. Rema, hòwever, appends
a gloss in which he cites authorities
who maintain that Rabbenu Ger-
shorn's baii encompass~s\such situa-
tions as wen. Rabbi Hàlevy argues
that, according to Shulhan A t~kh,
not only is the ban against polyg-

amy suspended in such situations,
but that all edicts issued by Rab-
benu Gershom are sllSptmded in
face of the necessity of fulfillng a

mitsvah. Rabbi Halevy further ar-
gues that even those authorities
who dissent-as cited by Rema-
do so only with regard to situations
in which obedience to the edict re-
sults merely in passive nonfulfill-
ment of a mitzvah but that all au-
thorities are in agreement that the
edict is suspended if the action in
question is necessary to prevent an
overt transgression. Accordingly,

Rabbi Halevy permits the opening
of letters when such action is abso-
lutely necessary to prevent un-
toward conduct on the part of the
student.

The Tammuz issue of Shma'atin
contains a concurring opinon au-
thored by Rabbi Eliezer Katz. Rab-
bi Katz offers a further argument

bolstering this position. A person
who smites a fellow Jew trans-
gresses a negative commandment
(Rambam, Hi/khot Hovel u-Mazik
1: 1 ). Nevertheless, a father who
smites a child or a teacher who
smites a pupil for purposes of re-
proving him and correcting his con-
duct may not .only do so with im-
punity, but the action is deemed to
be a mitsvah (see Makkot 8bl. In
effect, Rabbi Katz argues that as-

sault is an infringement of the right
to privacy of one's person. Since

the biblical right to privacy of one's
person is suspended in face of over-
riding pedagogical considerations,
a fortiori the rabbinic right to pri-
vacy of correspondence is suspend-
ed in the presence of identical con-

siderations.
In a short note appended to the

article, the editor of Shma'atIn .cites

R. Chaim Pelaggi, Hikekei Lev, I,
Yoreh De'ah, no. 49, who asserts
that it is permissible to open a let-
tel in order to obtain information

necessary to prevent financial loss.
By the. same token, he argues, it is
permissible to open a letter in order
to prevent moral and spiritual loss
to the recipient. (In point of fact,
the editor's statement is somewhat
inaccurate. Hikekei Lev does not
unequivocally sanction tampering

with correspondence in order to
prevent financial loss; he states
"yes/i zedadin le-ka'an u-le-ka'an-
there are arguments which may be
advanced in support of both sides
of the question.")

Rabbi Halevy concluçles his re-
sponsum by questioning whether.
the same corrective measures might
not be taken even in the absence

of information gained in this man-
ner and indicates that if such cor-
rective measures might indeed be
instituted, in any event, the right
to privacy with regard to corre-

spondence must be regarded as
being inviolate. He further admon-
ishes that any information obtained
in this manner may not be divulged
to other persons.

To this a further comment must
be added. Procedures involving vio-
lation of privacy are likely to be
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counter-productive. To be success-

ful in their efforts, educators must
gain and retain the confidence and

trust of their students. It is virtual-
ly impossible to impart ethical sensi-
tivity while employing means which
are themselves perceived by stu-
dents as being unethical in nature.
It is a commonplace tr~ism that
not every procedure which is per-
missible should be pursued.. In this
instance, since such a course of ac-
tion is sanctioned only as a means
of achieving a higher goal, the in-
effcacy of the theoretically permis-

sible renders such a course of ac-
tion impermissible in practice.

Netilat Yadayim BY SOLDIERS

The State of Israel's need to
maintain a large standing army in
a constant state of preparedness

has raised questions pertaining to
the applicabilty of various provi-

sions of Jewish law dealing speci-.
fically with soldiers engaged in bat-
tle. Such questions arise with re-
gard to many diverse facets of per-
sonal and military life governed by
halakhic regulations. The Tevet
5736 issue of Ha-Ma'ayan features
an article by Rabbi Shiloh Rafael
in which he examines a ritual ques-
tion; viz., the obligation of washing
the hands before meals as it ap-
plies to members of Israel's armed
forces.

The Mishnah, Eruvin 17 a, enum-
erates four provisions of Jewish law
from which dispensation is granted
to soldiers engaged in warfare. The
washing of hand~ before partaking
of bread is, in: ordinary circum-
stances, mandated by virtue of rab-
binic decree. Such washing of the
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hands is, however, one of the enum-
erated obligations from which sol.

, diers are exempted. The question to
be resolved is whether this exemp-
tion is limited solely to personnel

engaged in combat or whether the
exception is more inclusive in na-
ture.

Rabbi Rafael maintains that the
exemption is a broad one on the

basis of two considerations. In the
first place, the Mishnah, in deline-
ating these exceptions, speaks of a
mahaneh, or camp. While many
early authorities maintain that the
exemption applies only to soldiers,
Maggid Mishneh, Hilkhot Eruvin
1:3 and Bi'ur ha-Gra, Orah Hay-

:vim 168: 8, demonstrate that at
. least several authorities are of the
opinion that the term "camp" em-
ployed by the Mishnah encompass-
es not only military camps but any
type of encampment in which
dwellers art deprived of the usual

amenities of developed areas. Sec-

ondly, Rabbi Rafael demonstrates

that, according to all authorities,
. soldiers are exempt not only when
actually engaged in miltary action
but also when preparing for mil-
tary activity. Accordingly, Rabbi
Rafael concludes that these provis-
ions apply not only to combat sol-
diers but also to border 'patrols and
other paramiltary units as well.

. This cogent conclusion notwith-
standing, not every soldier is ex-
empt from the obligation with re-
gard to washing the hands. Rabbi

Isaac ha-Levi Herzog, Heikhal Yiz-
hak Orah Hayyim, no. 47; states
that members of the armed forces
assigned to urban centers or quar-

tered in permanent camps in areas
where there is no tension are, not
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i.ncluded in this exemption. Dispen-
sation from washing thehand$ is.
oçcasioned by the \hardship encoun.
tered in miltary camps 'and .does

not apply to situations in which

usual amenities are readily ~\Vai1-

able.
Rabbi Rafael also discusses a fur-

ther limitation upon this exemp-
tion. The exemption from the obli-
gation with regard to washing the

hands applies only to a "camp,"
but not to individual soldiers. The

term "camp," by definition, refers
to a group of not less than ten
individuals as indicated by the Pal.

estinian Talmud, Eruvin 1: 10. H a-
zon Ish, Eruvin, Likutim 112:6, as-
serts that the ten persons who con-
stitute the "quorum" for a camp
must be located within a geograph-

ical area of not less than approxi-

mately 71 ells. Thus, soldiers en~
route to their units are not covered
by the statutory exemption. until
they. reach their camp. MoreoveJ,,

declares Hazon Ish, qualificátions
for inclusion in the ~'quorum" of

ten are identical with those for in-
clusionin a minyàn . for' , purposes
of . prayer. If would thus follow
that, according to Hazan .Ish, ''fe-.
male units ate not exempt from this
obligation. Aniiiteresting question

which mérits further investigation'.
is the question of whether or not
female personnel serving together
with a unit consisting of at least
ten males are also exempt from this
obligation.

Even when soldiers . aTe.exempt
from the i'tual .of washing the
hands it would appear that, accord-
ing to Mishneh Berurah. 158:36,

they are obligated to wear gloves

or to wrap their hands in a cloth,

if available,' in order to. avoid

touching . food with unwashed
hands. According. to Shulhan .
Arukh, Orah Hayyim 163:1, both
hands must be covered, while ac-:
cording to Rema, loco cit., the only
requirement is that the. hands do
not touch the food. Thus; accord~

ing to Rema, only the hand which
touches the food need be covered
or; alternatively, fqodmay be eaten'
with a fork. However,. Arukh..ha-.

$hulhan, Orah Hayyim 168:14, as-
serts that the exempiion from wash:.
ing the hands is' -all-ericompMsing
and that soldiers are not, obligated
even to. cover unwashed 'hands with
a cloth. This .appears to be the opin-
ion of Bet Y osef, Orah Hayyirn

163, as well.
When, however, water is readily

available within the camp, Peri-
shah, Orah Hayylm 168:8, main-
tains that soldiers are required to

wash the hands in the .usual fash-
ion. Rabbenu Yonatan, in his com-

. mentary on Eru.vin 17a, indicates
that soldiers are obligated to per-

(orm this . ritual even in situations
in ..which there is .no water within
the camp itself 'but in whk;h water
is ava.ilable within a radius of a

. mil. Following Rema, Orah Hay-
yim 459:2 and Yoreh De'ah 69:6,

Rabbi Rafael defies a mil. as the
distånce whi~h can be: traversed. by
.an~verage. person within a .period
of 18 minutes. However, some au':1
thoritks assert. that a mil is to be
measured as the distance covered

, in 22.5 minutes, while.. others . state
that the correct time measurement
is 24 minutes. Mishneh Berurah,
Bi'ur Halakhåh 459.:2,' rules that
normative. halakhic praçtice is in

accordance with' the opiiiìqÌl that a, .
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mil is measured as the distance tra-
versed in 225 minutes. Rabbi Rá.;

fael raises one further considera-

tion. He suggests that, according

to the view of Rabbenu Y onatan,

the distance to be measured should
be calculated as that which can be
travelled within the specific period

of time by a motor vehicle, if avail-
able. Thus, if water could be
brought from a distance of 22.5
minutes travel-time the exemption.

would not be operative. Rabbi Ra-
fael himself rejects this position ang .
argues that soldiers are obligated

to wash their hands before. eating
only if water is available within the
camp itsel(, but that they are not.
obligated to journey even a minimal .
distance by car or by foot for this
purpose.

IMMERSION OF DISPOSABLE
ALUMINUM UTENSILS

Utensils which are acquired from
a non-Jew and are designed for use
in the preparation or serving of

food require immersion ili a mikveh
prior to use. This requirement is

derived from Numbers 31 :23 and.
is viewed as biblical in nature by , .
the overwhelming' majority of au-

thorities.
Among modern conveniences

available to housewives are dispos-

ablt' aluminum baking pans and
trays used for cooking or warming
pre~cooked foods.. These utensils
are sometimes reused a limited
number of times but are most fre-
quently discarded after their initial
use. Rabbi Elimelech Bluth, writing.
in the Summer 5733 issue of Le-
Torah ve-Hora'ah, published by
Mesifta Tiferet Jerusal~m, exam-
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ines the status of these utensils with
regard to the requirement of im-

mersion.
The first question examined. by

Rabbi Bluth is whether any utensil
made of aluminum need be im.
mersed prior to use. Tileret Yis.
ra' el, Yevakesh Da'at, sec. 44, cites
the opinion of the R. Elijah of Vil-
na, who maintains that the biblical
obligation with regard to immersion
of utensils is limited to vessels made
of the six types of. metal enumer-
ated in Numbers 31 :23; viz., gold,
silver, copper, iron, tin and lead.
Since aluminum is not among the
enumerated substances, it follows
that, according to R. Elijah of Vil-
na, there exists no biblical obliga.
tion with regard to the. immersion

of aluminum utensils even if they
were to resemble other metal uten~

sils in every other respect. Never-
theless, argues Rabbi Bluth, alumi-
num utensils require immersion for
three reasons: .

(1) Many authorities maintain
,that all me~al utensils require im-
mersion, . not merely those fash.
ioned from the biblically enum-
. er.atéd ~ubstançes. (2) Alumi-
num utensils. customarily contain
an admixture of other metallc
substances added as alloys. The
entire utensil thus requires im-
mersion . .because of the other

metals of which it is composed.

(3) Even according. to the
opiniQn of R.. Elijah af Vilna

there exists a rabbinic obligation

with regard to the immersion of
utensils made of other substan-
ces, just as there exists a rabbinic
obligation with regard to the im-
mersion of glass utensils. A vo-
dah Zarah 75b indicates that any
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vessel which can be repaired by
a smelting process must be im-
mersed prior to use by virtue of
rabbinic decree. Aluminum uten-
sils are clearly among those ves-
sels which satisy this description.
The second question examined

by Rabbi Bluth is whether dispos-
able utensils, regardless of the ma-
terial from which they are fash-

ioned, require immèrsion. The fact
that these aluminum i-tensils are
customarily discarded after a single
use does not effect their status with
regard to the statutory require-
ments of immersion. The Tosefta,
cited by Rabbenu Shimshon in his
commentary on the Mishnah, Ke-
Urn 17 : 15, distinguishes between
two categories of utensils. Utensils
fashioned .from hollowed-out tur-
nips, citrons and gourds, are not
deemed to have the status of '''ves-
sels" with regard to laws of ritual
impurity. Utensils fashioned from

pomegranates, acorns and nuts are
deemed to have the status of "ves-
sels" with regard to laws of ritual
impurity. Tosafot, Shabbat 66a, ex-
plains that utensils of the first cate-
gory are not durable, presumably

because they are made of materials
which decay rapidly, whereas uten-
sils of the second category, even

though customarily discarded,
could well be retained for use over

a significant period . of tim~. The
distinguishing factor with regard to

laws of ritual impurity is not the
number of times the utensil is used
but the utensil's potential for sus-
tained use.

Rabbi Bluth does, however, find
another reason for exempting some
disposable utensils from immersion.
A utensil which is used only once
because. of its flimsy composition

is, in his opinion, not to be con~

sidered a "vessel" but rather the

"shell" or protective covering of

the food. As such, the aluminum

in which the food is contained is
deemed an appendage of the food
rather than à "vessel" possessing

independent status.
Rabbi Moses Feinstein, in an ad-

dendum appended to this article,
apparently questions whether these
considerations are applicable with

regard to aluminum utensils cur-
rently in use, Rabbi Feinstein
opines that aluminum utensils
which cannot possibly be used more
than "two or three times" do not
require · immersion priur to us~.
However, he recognizes the possi-
biliy that, in point of fact, such

utensils might welI be reused a
greater number of times, but are

. discarded only because they are in-
expensive and hence. are replaced
simply to avoid bothèr. When this
is indeed the case, concludes Rabbi
Feinstein, such utensils require im-
mersion prior to use.
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